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How did it get to be May already?
Wow time flies when having fun. I 
can’t believe it’s already May. 
So how is your year of “no 
excuses” going? I wish I could say 
mine was going as planned but 
somehow life has thrown e a few 
curve balls this year. So much for 
no excuses. 
I’m still running. So far this year 
I’ve run in the St Patty’s Day 5k 
and the Police 5k. So what races 

have you done so far this year. 
What are you planning to run in for 
the rest of the year?
Please share your race reports, 
training trips or just a fun run with 
us. Help me put together an 
interesting newsletter.  Photos also 
welcome. Don't be shy just send 
them along to 
editor@calgaryroadrunners.com

…Dawn Henry, Editor

Deadline for next  issue of 
Crossroads is July 15, 2012.

editor@calgaryroadrunners.com

Advertisement Rates:
Business card size (3.5" x 2") $20
Half Page (8" x 4" $50
Full Page $100

Full Page Full Color  $190

On the cover – Karen Cooksley 
running the trails during a CRR XC 
event.

© Copyright 2010 CRR Mission: • To 
facilitate, foster and promote 
distance running for pleasure, 
fitness, competition and 
sportsmanship. • To serve as a 
network for socializing and as a 
forum for discussing matters 
affecting the interests of runners. • 
To advocate on matters of interest 
and concern to runners in their 
pursuit and enjoyment of running

.
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CRR Executive & Programs
Our Executive Members
Melody Switzer                   - President 
Jon Senecal                        - Vice President
Vice President                    - Vacant 
Mardy Roberts                   - Secretary  
Gloria Fournier                   - Treasurer   
Bryon Benn                         - Membership   
Dejana Knih                        - Assistant Membership Coo
Dawn Henry                       - Crossroads Editor  
Kristin Longtin                     - Clothing & Promotions Coordinator 
Ken Brant                           - Club Night 
Jim Clampett                      - Equipment & Schedule Coordinator
Todd Maki                           - Assistant Equipment Coordinator

Website
Calgaryroadrunners.com

Facebook
Facebook.com/group.php?gid=2369822546
Or search for Calgary Road Runners

Twitter
Twitter.com/crrclub
Hashtag: #crrclub

EMail info@calgaryroadrunners.com

Cross-Country Race Committee - Kathy Taerum 
and Derek Wilkinson

CRR Club Nights
The Calgary Roadrunners Club offers training programs and groups for all runners, whether you are just starting out or 
looking to set a new personal best. Below is just some of the groups and gatherings we offer. Looking for more info then 
check out the website to confirm dates, times and meeting places or who to contact for more information. Guests are 
welcome.

Club Night  This is a great way to enjoy a run and socialize with other club members  are held at 7:00 PM on the Third 
Thursday of every month at various locations. Generally we go for about a 1 hour easy run, followed by drinks and/or 
dinner at a cafe, pub, or coffee shop. Sometimes we try to do something different, like skating, or a barbeque, depending 
on the weather. Members and non-members are welcome. This is a great opportunity to socialize with fellow members and 
meet new members. See the "News and Information" section on the main web page for details each month. Email "Club 
Night" for more information. - website - You can also subscribe to the "club night" newsletter.

Join us for one of the upcoming clubnights:

• Thu May 17 - Jackrabbit Trail in S. Glenmore Park 
& Point and Feather Pub

• Thu June 21 - Strides Running Store & Garrison Pub

• Tues July 17 - at 18:30 !! BBQ with 10K & 
Marathon groups

• Thu Aug 16 – Schooner’s Neighbourhood Pub & 
trails near COP

March Club Night Report: 
 Had a great evening! Starting from the Wildrose Pub, we had a windy but warm run down to N Glenmore Park, East on 
66th Ave, N on Crowchild and found a side gate entrance to Curry to get back to the pub. Very busy pub as usual but cus-
tomers moved without even being asked so we had no trouble getting 2 tables together. Now sure how many people in 
total, but at least 8 on the run and several more showed up at the pub including 4 or 5 new runners.

When was the last time you visited the Calgary Roadrunners website? Our NEW club website has lots of great 
information. The home page often has up-to-date info on races or other running events. Need to know when or where 
the next club run is or a training group is meeting, then head to the website. Did you know we have a forum where you 
can share information, tips and more with your other runners? There's even a list of club members with blogs that often 
post about running and races. So if you want to know what's happening in the CRR running scene head to our website.
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2011 - 2012 CRR XC Grand Prix Series
The 2012 season has come and gone. The last race in March is always mixed feelings for me. There sadness as yet 
another XC season has ended and joy as it means many runners have completed yet another 10 fun XC races. 

And here's Kathy's wrap up for the XC season...

Oct 1 River Park – Derek’s 3rd since taking the race back to the Elbow River
The weather forecast was awful:  7C with showers and the sky was dark to the south.  Rain fell in the hour 
before the race.  Then a large patch of blue sky emerged from the west and the temperature climbed. 
Mother Nature must have blessed the race – it was mostly sunny and much warmer than expected.
In addition to the kids in the 1K, there were 122 finishers despite the gloomy weather prediction.  A 
handful of old friends returned after a long hiatus from the CRR cross countries.  John Hudson (a past 
champion of the Grand Prix series) was back after 13 years and for Glen McWilliams it had been even 
longer since his last XC.  It was great to see Ellen Latimer-Arns, Pat Figiel and Harvie Windover too.  
Trev Williams wore two cameras.  The one looking backward catches more people, since Trev is usually 
leading the runners.  Derek marked a different river crossing this year – a little shallower and much flatter 
on the exit.  That kept the steep slope dry for the return ford of the river.  Derek spent quite a while 
traipsing through the river to find the shallowest parts and had a crossing staked out that was maybe a 
foot deep.  Once the race started, the lead runners cut a tight corner entering the river, sending them (and 
everyone who followed their line) back into nearly meter-deep water.   Two other changes to the course 
brought the length to about 7.5 km.  Josh Ukrainetz forgot to bring a change of shoes and had to take the 
bridge to cross the river. Back at the South Calgary hall, there was plenty of soup and desserts.  After the 
announcements, Derek headed back to the park to retrieve the flags.  Hats off to Jason Ramsey, Aleks 
Johnston and Jordan Van Besouw also ran in the Harvest Half marathon the same day.

Oct 16 Confederation Relay – Phil and Ryan’s second year as RD’s
Three days before the race, I’m in a training course when the following email arrives just before noon...
This is really bad.... but it just dawned on me that I did not book the hall and I guess thought that the race 
day is booked each year at the start of the season. I have tried to e-mail the hall and call but have not 
heard back (wee embarrassing!) Phil and I scrambled to find the contact info for ANYONE in the Rosemont 
community.  Two hours later, we could breathe again.  “We must have already booked the hall last year -  
whew! We will get the keys Sunday am.”  98 teams enter the relay this year which is the best turnout in 
quite a long time.  Quite a crowd of kids participate in the 1K, and lots take part in the relay.  Gord 
Hobbins and kids were back as were the Ukrainetz kids and their cousins, Noah Everett, Ian East and 
Nikayla Hopkins.  A young fellow just ahead of Rob Taerum attempts a leap of the final creek crossing.  He 
misses the landing and goes splat.  (Aleks Johnston almost succeeded a couple of years ago, but after the 
landing he slid backwards into the creek.) Kathy Taerum is passed by a young lady who inquired, “Are you 
all right?”  Yeah, she thinks to herself.  This is how slow I always run! Les Windover runs over his lunch 
break and immediately heads back to work.  It’s good to see Helen Ross running the relay. 

Nov. 5  Edworthy – 25th annual and Danny’s 10th year as RD
Karen Chugg started late, as usual.  According to Karen, it was a problem at work that held her up.  She 
muttered, “It was just some smoke, not a fire.”  Jordan and Aleks were costumed as superheroes and 
Aleks managed to run wearing a helmet and carrying a spear.  Jeffrey Maguire won the 4K, even though he 
was knocked off his feet by a shepherd dog about 200 meters from the finish line.  We’re grateful to Danny 
Beaman for the ten years that he’s put into the Edworthy event and we are delighted that Jordan and Aleks 
have stepped up to take over as RD’s next year. As Danny announced the top three in each category, he 
stumbled over a few last names.  There were quite a few fast runners, presumably all members of the 
same family, with the last name “Close-Enough”. The photographer walks the counter-clockwise course and 
meets up with course marshals John Cuthbertson and Marcel Lamontagne.  They were marshalling at a T-
intersection.  Though they weren’t sure at the start, in retrospect Marcel and John are pretty sure that they 
turned the runners the wrong way.  That didn’t wreck the race, although it did make for a more 
treacherous descent to the flats by the railway track.  In fact, Karen Chugg said the course was well 
flagged.  A few runners took unintended routes.  The photographer was puzzled to see Neasa Coll a couple 
of minutes ahead of Trev and Phil on the first lap. At the post-race meal, Marisa Norona introduced herself 
as the new Silver Springs race director.  With two daughters at her side and an infant in her arms, the kids 
proved an effective marketing tool for tugging at the heartstrings of potential volunteers.  Marisa said, “I 
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don’t need babysitters, but I do need a few soup makers, course marshals, timers and registration 
volunteers.”  If a busy mother and elite runner can manage the organization of a race, surely volunteering 
at her race is small potatoes indeed.

Dec. 3 Okotoks – 22nd annual
The weather office has issued a winter storm warning.  Luckily for us, it was a great day and we were all 
safe at home when the snow started to fall around 5 pm.  The course was changed a bit from previous 
years, going in the opposite direction from the last few years.  A new trail along the coulee allowed us to 
skip running along the Polo fields, and the single track trail at the top end of the coulee was reprised.
Frank Woolstencroft led Trev and Phil.  David Guss was back for his first race of the season and 
unfortunately he hurt himself in the first lap. As he passed the photographer in the second loop, he 
remarked, “This is a real grimace.”  Mike Press, recovering from a hiking tumble, got through the course in 
good spirits.  Despite partying hardy on Friday night, Aleks completed the race without diving head first 
into the bushes.  Young Talia Wiens is enjoying the 8K races this season and Okotoks was Isabelle East’s 
first 8K of the season. Marisa Norona missed the Okotoks race, celebrating her 40th birthday with family. 
Dawn Henry and Don Lee also missed Okotoks.  Both were participating in races in the States. 
The post race meal was held at the Okotoks Rec Centre.  Karen Cooksley was the only runner who 
operated on “autopilot” and headed to the Foothills Composite High School.  Many thanks to Shelly Vold 
and the Big Rock Runners for organizing another great event.
  
2011-DEC-17 Silver Springs – 25th annual
Good karma for Marisa’s first year as RD.  The temperature soars to plus 11 and a Kids 1K race is held for 
the first time in at least 3 years.  (The past 2 years were so cold that Rob Taerum gave the race 
instructions at the hall, then the group headed out en masse and Rob started the race immediately.)  
Trev is hurting from an achilles injury and he flagged the Silver Springs course.  Lots of experienced 
marshals are on hand:  Barry Wheeler, Hugh Magill, Michael Godfrey, Leigh Taerum and Dawn Henry. 
Mardy Roberts and Todd Maki work the finish line.  The west loop is short due to fencing around a 
construction area in the park.  This shortens the 4K to about 2.5 K.  The snow is very soft and thankfully it 
hasn’t been warm so long for ice to develop on the trails.  Talia Wiens and Isabelle East tackle the most 
difficult 8K of the season. 108 runners participate.  Karen Chugg is so late that she starts after the first 2.5 
K finisher.   Roger Davies, Dave I-H and Byron Frederick appear for the first time this season.  Derek ran 
the east loop in reverse, taking pictures of the on-coming runners.  Dressed in his usual Hawaiian shirt, 
loud shorts and shoes – he startled a park user.  She said, “I didn’t see you!” Marisa’s mom Elizabeth has 
just arrived from Vancouver and she helps Gerri in the kitchen.  The Sampson family are nicely tanned 
after a southern vacation, making the rest of us look rather pasty by comparison.  Thanks Marisa for a 
great job in planning and executing your first Silver Springs XC.
Loads of donations are brought by the runners and volunteers.  These are gratefully received by the 
Calgary Drop-In Centre.

2012-JAN-14 Nose Creek – 14th annual and Dawn’s 6th as RD
Dawn had promised minus 28 and 70 km per hour winds.  She over-promised and under-delivered.  It was 
a great day for the Nose Creek XC.  Most of the snow had disappeared.  Although there was ice on the 
creek, there was lots of open water and the bridges were used for creek crossings.  The course marshals 
were delighted with the conditions – the best in three years. No one got lost or fell.  The flagging was 
great, though one fellow who was running head-down almost ran a third lap. Carrie Hopkins got a great 
workout.  She flagged the course, set up chairs and tables at the hall, served soup and then helped put 
away the chairs and tables.  Trev took a turn at working the finish line, seeing the race from a very 
different perspective. Sean Callaghan, one of the original CRR members from 1976, returned after a 4-year 
break from XC running.  Young ladies:  Isabelle East, Talia and Kaisa Wiens, and Emily Piepgrass ran the 
long course.

2012-JAN-28 Twelve Mile Coulee – 12th annual
This was Hugh’s 12th and his swan song.  He brought us to Twelve Mile Coulee from the old West Dover 
location in 2001. The race takes place under perfect conditions.  It’s a little chilly at minus 5C, but infinitely 
better than the minus 30’s of a week and a half ago.  One treacherous crossing is located near the head of 
the valley where the creek has overflowed its banks.  Late starters included Ron Razon and Mevlut Kont. 
The guys didn’t outdo Karen Chugg who was even later in getting to the starting line.  Ron still managed to 
finish in the top 3 in his age category despite a 5 minute handicap. Barry Wheeler was marshalling at the 
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bottom of the long hill.  He only saw one person go down on the slippery approach to the coulee – that was 
the course photographer. Cross country old-timers and regulars were delighted to be joined by 4 
colleagues who were visiting in Calgary from far away.  Peter and Mary Baxter, long-time Calgary 
Roadrunners members were visiting from London Ontario.  Sander Belien and Liesbeth Kilsdonk dropped in 
from the Netherlands. Brad Barron and Jason Ramsey lunged to the finish line in an apparent tie.  It was so 
close that Jim Clampett hid the sticks behind his back and said “pick one”.

2012-FEB-11 Nose Hill – 27th annual
It was chilly, around minus 9 and a brisk wind at the start, but a bright sunny day on Nose Hill.  The trails 
were in good condition.  A few patches of ice were hiding under the skiff new snow.  Some minor confusion 
over race registration holds that up for a bit, but some last minute volunteers jumped in and it doesn't 
delay the race. The runners warmed up quickly ascending the hill.  Frank Woolstencroft and Jason 
Ramsey’s marshalling spots were exposed to the chilly east wind and they looked cold.
Karen Chugg was late as usual.  The flagging was good, but still Karen kept running west till she was just 
about reached Shaganappi Trail.  The finish line crew were surprised to see her approaching from a 
completely unexpected trail. The finish was exciting, with Bruce Dalton surprising us with a first overall 
finish.  Following Bruce was Mevlut and Phil Ukrainetz was third.  Talia and Kaisa Weins both run the full 8 
km course, which was probably closer to 9 km on this occasion.  Iris East runs the 4 km, which was more 
likely 6 km. Trev’s parents, visiting from B.C. helped out.  Gerri was helping at a swim meet in Airdrie, so 
Trev’s mom was kept very busy serving the soups.

2012-FEB-25  Weaselhead – 24th annual
Alan Lam’s first year as RD made for a new route at the race start, and slightly fewer flags than normal. 
Trail conditions were great due to recent snowfall.  Temperatures dropped from minus 5 to minus 10 
during the race and a wicked north wind kicked up snow and produced a minus 20 wind chill.  Derek 
Wilkinson and Dave Callaghan exposed their bare legs while Ken Brant and Kurt Edwards wore Arctic 
survival gear. Bruce Dalton did a big “oops”, almost colliding with another park user.  Phil describes it as 
more of a “hug” than a collision.  I hear that Phil Ukrainetz stopped to pull the startled woman out of the 
bushes and to ensure that she was okay.  It may be a mere coincidence that an instance of flag vandalism 
was encountered shortly afterward.  A couple of flags were twisted into coils and then tossed up an 
intersecting horse trail.  The photographer saw Aleks Johnston, Alex Kirby and David Strand high above the 
course near the eastern edge of the aspen grove.  They explained that the flags directed them up the hill. 
The decoy flags were removed and the course continued without further course detours. A few cross 
country newcomers ran and some old-timers returned.  Jim Clement ran his first XC in several years. 
Nadine Berube, back in Calgary after a few years in Williams Lake, joined us at the hall. Weaselhead was a 
milestone race for Les – his 100th consecutive XC and Derek reached his 130th in a row.    A crowd milled 
around the finish line waiting for Les to complete the race.  They didn’t know that he was doing the 8K and 
stood waiting for him in the gale force winds, anxiously asking every finisher where Les was. Renovations 
to the sailing club sent us to a new hall, but despite the smaller space we managed fine.  On a sad note, 
one of Paul Robert's cross country award bowls ended up falling to the ground and breaking during the hall 
clean-up; luckily it wasn't the bowl honouring his Iron Person streak.
Karen was late as usual, but managed to catch up with some of the 8K runners.

2012-MAR-10  Fish Creek – 21st annual
What a day to finish the Grand Prix series!  It was warm with very little wind.  The ice on the trails turned 
to soupy slush after the 100 runners passed through.  Creek crossings weren’t possible this year and on 
the sunny northeast side of the park, the mud was lovely.  Race director Karen's presence before the start 
of the race prompted some good natured teasing from the crowd waiting at the start line.  Jon Senecal, 
Shannon Morgan, Isabelle and Ian East engaged in a brief mud battle, luckily captured on film by Todd at 
the finish line.  We could have made a Tide commercial.  

The women’s overall and a few of the age categories hadn’t yet been settled.  Anne Marie Landry and 
Jennifer Alexander missed Fish Creek.  The determination of the overall women’s champion came down to 
a tie-breaker.  Ed Bickley had to run Fish Creek in order to get his 6th 8K qualifier.  Sadly, Julie King, 
Shannon Morgan and Marilyn Taylor completed only 5 of the 8K’s.  Marilyn’s elimination opened a golden, 
or should I say “bronze” opportunity for Dawn Rault, and ultimately also decided the woman's overall 
champion.  In the men’s categories, Ken Park and Chris Curry duked it out for third place. The first Iron 
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Person was awarded to Paul Roberts in 1994.  At the end of this season there were 27 Iron Persons.  Over 
the past nineteen years, 123 individuals have completed a total of 332 Iron Person seasons.
Both Carla MacEachern and Rob Taerum completed their first Iron Person in 2012, after years of just 
missing out.  This year, Les joined Derek as the only runners to complete 100-in-a-row.  Up till last year, 
11 “fifties” had been awarded (Stuart Arguile, Dave Callaghan, Karen Chugg, Karen Cooksley, Jeff Platt, 
Paul Roberts, Curtis Sampson, Kathy Taerum, Leigh Taerum, Derek Wilkinson and Les Windover.)  In 2012 
there are 5 new ones:  Justin and Ken Brant, Kurt Edwards, Philippa Hocking and Nikayla Hopkins.  Dave 
Callaghan has surpassed 90-races-in-a-row and will do everything in his power to avoid missing a XC race 
next season.
OVERALL CHAMPIONS

Jennifer Alexander Phil Ukrainetz

IRON PERSONS

ARGUILE Stuart
BRANT Justin
BRANT Ken
CALLAGHAN David
CHUGG Karen
COLLIER Richard
COOKSLEY Karen
CURRY Chris
EDWARDS Kurt

GERLACH Karin
HAWLEY Lorna
HOCKING Philippa
HOPKINS Nikayla
JOHNSTON Aleks
LAMBOO Nicole
MACEACHERN Carla
PAUL Brayden
RAMSEY Jason

SENECAL Jon
SWITZER Melody
TAERUM Kathy
TAERUM Rob
UKRAINETZ Phil
ULMER Lyndon
VAN BESOUW Jordan
WILKINSON Derek
WINDOVER Les

and a special recognition is owed to Trev Williams, the Iron Videographer.
For complete results check out the Calgary Roadrunners website
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CRR and Local races on You Tube
2012 Calgary Police Half  - Start

2012 Puddle Fun – CRR Fish Creek XC

Sh!t XC Runners Say (from our 12 Mile Coulee XC Race)
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2012 Calgary Police 5k
Race Report – Dawn Henry, aka Pink Chick

 Sunday April 29th was Calgary Police Half and 5k. Yeah there’s a half for this event and it’s usually my 
preferred distance but training among other things have not gone as planned this year. My year of “no 
excuses” has been riddled with excuses but that’s the topic of another post or posts to be written some 
other day. I actually had registered for the half but at package pickup I switched to the 5k. Of course that 
still meant I got the gorgeous half long sleeved jersey which I will happily wear as I have run the distance 
for this event just not this year.

Speaking of package pickup, this year it was at Mt Royal as the Tech Shop was having a big clearance 
sale. It proved to be an expensive trip with my visa getting a good workout. I managed to pick up a nice 
pink water bottle carrier thingy and a tech top for me. But my 10 yr old granddaughter (also a runner) 
scored big time with 2 pairs of capris, a shirt and some cool purple runners. The spending didn’t stop 
there, I made the mistake of then going to Chinook Mall. Again not much for me but now the kid has her 
summer wardrobe taken care of.

Onto race day. Despite complaints from the other family members we were up and on the road by 7am. Traffic wasn’t as 
bad this year getting into the parking lot. Thank goodness! We arrived in plenty of time to hang out with friends and catch 
the start of the half marathon at 8am. I took a video of the start. Check it out (earlier in this newsletter), it seems like an 
endless number of runners. Heck even after I stopped filming there were a few stragglers some as many as 5 or more 
minutes late starting. Good thing the race was chip timed. Heck even the 5k was chip timed this year.

I made one last trip to the washrooms then lined up to run. My goal for the day – just finish. Of course, not to be last is 
always another good goal. Finishing under 50 minutes would be nice but I was happy just to be able to run. The announcer 
did a count down and we were off. I was already warm so I tossed my “sleeves” to my granddaughter on the side as I ran 
past them. Oh yeah, I had my own paparatzi – hubby and my granddaughter both had the cameras rolling for both the 5k 
and the half. I’ll share a link to the photos at the bottom.

The 5k event is a nice out and back route. It’s not really flat but not overly hilly. You 
start out with a gentle downhill as the course curves around the back side of Mt 
Royal and then heads out on a long straight stretch that is sort of a rolling hill that 
goes up and over then downhill to the turn around point. The way back is then a 
long uphill climb. I was doing okay I maintained a not too bad pace with what some 
would call a slow jog but for me was at this point the best pace I could maintain 
without walking. I made only one stop and that was for the usual photo op with an 

officer. It wouldn’t be like me to do a race and not have at least one shot with an officer. 

Oh yeah, notice, lots of runners behind me so I’m not gonna be last. Heh, I even managed to pass a few walkers here and 
there. Of course I also got passed by a few as well, even one guy in jeans who just looked like he was out for a Sunday 
morning stroll. As I passed on lady I yelled “Tag you’re it”. We both laughed. We played yo-yo a few times during the race 
but she managed to pass me on the uphill and I didn’t see her again until we were done.

With the finish line in site I stuffed my ear buds into my shirt and let the crowd cheers bring me 
in. Some how I managed to find my usual finishing sprint pace and sped upl to 5:21 min/km. 
During the race my ave pace had been 10:14 min/km. Wow my sprint cut my pace in half. Man 
I wish I could do that for more then a few hundred feet. Did I succeed in being under 50 
minutes, not quite my garmin said 52 minutes. But heh, I wasn’t last. I finished 411/418 so still 
a whole 7 runners behind me.

Hubby and Nikayla greeted me with hugs at the finish and I heard the announcer call my name and comment about my 
strong finish. That was cool. Inside I went down the dreaded stairs. That’s always the worst part of the race heading down 
and back up those stairs to the food. I managed. We sat and relaxed for a few minutes however but as hubby wanted to 
head out to a car show we didn’t stick around for the prizes to be drawn. Big mistake. I found out later that my name was 
drawn for the Banff Spa Trip. And hubby says we never win anything…grrrr. He owes me big time for this one…lol.
Fav quote over hear at the race “When I realized I couldn’t win the race, I just relaxed and had fun with it”. This was said by 
a female that was near the front of the pack for the half. I just laughed when I heard her and kept walking. After all I run for 
fun all the time.

Calgary Police Half Marathon & 5k (Website)
Race Results
Flicker Photos – 2005 to 2012
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The Search for Micah True (Caballo Blanco)
As told by Simon

Hope you're all doing well. 
Here is my version of this weekend, in text and audio: http://www.cbc.ca/video/news/audioplayer.html?
clipid=2219276743
http://www.calgaryherald.com/news/calgary/Calgary+friend+joined+search+ultra+marathoner+missing+Mexico/6
413042/story.html
So most of you know through facebook or the grapevine that I went to Arizona/New Mexico to search for a 
missing runner in the Gila Wilderness, a 6 hour drive from Phoenix...even at 95 miles/hr (no joke). Basically, 
around 6 p.m. on Thursday night I found out that Caballo Blanco (aka Micah True) had gone missing on Tuesday 
while out for a 12 mile trail run. He is the founder of the Copper Canyon Ultra Marathon, which I went down and 
raced in 2010, and later wrote an article on for Canadian Running Magazine. I got to know Caballo during this 
time and kept in touch with him after the race, and had  emailed him earlier this winter while trying to secure 
lodging for the Leadville (Colorado) 100 mile trail race in August.
I found out he was missing and then the emails started to fly. I contacted my friends Tim Puetz (Atlanta GA) and 
Caleb Wilson (Jacksonville FL). I also contacted my friend Keith Szlater, of the Calgary SAR group for his 
thoughts on how I could insert the three of us into the search. He advised contacting the "inner circle", which I 
did. Through that, I was able to speak to the search manager and was given the okay to join the search as 
volunteers. 
First thing Friday morning we booked our talked with our bosses, booked our flights, and headed to Phoenix. Tim 
and Caleb arrived at 7 p.m., I came in at 8. We met up quickly, picked up our rental car, and immediately headed 
towards the park. 
Despite my "fast driving", we arrived at 4 am. We parked beside the search command centre and grabbed a few 
hours of sleep. The guys in the car, me on a thermarest with sleeping bag on the pavement. At 6 AM I went into 
the command centre to see where I could be of greatest service. I found out quickly that I had to wait until 8 AM 
for the team briefings. The search organizers weren't very well organized, but they were trying their best and by 
1030 AM we had our assignment, which was doing a grid-search maintaining line of sight between searchers as 
we moved through an area north of the search base. We spent the day looking through an unproductive area a 
few miles from the main road, mainly just getting frustrated that we were not able to use our skills to the max.
When we finished the search and signed out, the three of us decided to use the remaining daylight to follow a 
hunch. We crossed the road and river and headed out on a 6 mile trail loop to explore an area that we were 
planning on visiting the following morning. We had decided that we would break off from the main search and do 
our own search in that area. We talked with Caballo's girlfriend Maria and then headed out for the run. We had 
travelled about 2-3 miles into the mountains ~20-30 minutes when we intersected with Ray and Jessica, who 
had just found Caballo lying in a creek they told us. Caleb went back down to be with Maria, as she was about 
the find out the terrible news. Tim and I grabbed some gear from Ray and Jessica (yes, I got a pink fleece), 
which included an emergency blanket, some bars, a lighter and headlamp and we raced up the trail to try and 
reach Caballo before nightfall. 
We intersected Little Creek, which was feed by icy melt water. It wasn't more than knee-thigh deep at its deepest 
point, and didn't have much for current. It was actually relatively easy to run down, although the submerged 
boulders were very slick. We discovered Caballo ~1.5 miles down stream. He was lying peacefully on his back. 
Legs in the water, torso out. His water bottle floated beside him. His body didn't seem real to me. His skin was 
waxy and pale. He had blue bruises on his knees and one finger, so it looked to us as though he had fallen at 
some point, most likely while in the stream. Judging by the position though, we think that he just sat down to ice 
his legs, and then laid down, so he likely passed away on Tuesday. There will be an autopsy. 
After finding him and spending a few silent minutes with our own thoughts, Tim and I built a fire and began 
collecting wood, as we were in for a very long and cold night. Sun down was at 7 p.m., sun up shortly before 6 
am. We shared 1 bar for our dinner and just began telling "old war stories". Tim's were actually old war stories, 

http://www.calgaryherald.com/news/calgary/Calgary+friend+joined+search+ultra+marathoner+missing+Mexico/6413042/story.html
http://www.calgaryherald.com/news/calgary/Calgary+friend+joined+search+ultra+marathoner+missing+Mexico/6413042/story.html
http://www.cbc.ca/video/news/audioplayer.html?clipid=2219276743
http://www.cbc.ca/video/news/audioplayer.html?clipid=2219276743


as he served as an officer with the Army Rangers, so it was good to have him there as he has experienced 
death many times. He also answered my only real concern: 
Simon: Tim, you don't believe in zombies do you?  
Tim: No Simon, I don't.  
Simon: Okay, that's good. Thanks Tim
We spent the next few hours staying close to the fire, as the night temp would dip below zero at nearly 2000 m 
where we were. Around midnight I got up to gather more wood and heard voices, thought I was hearing things, 
and then saw lights in the distance. The first recovery team had arrived, and with them was Ray Molina, 
Caballo's friend and the man who found him. The team had some extra clothing that Tim and I shared, as well 
as food, a stove, and coffee which made the night go by a lot easier than it would have with the two of us 
sharing the emergency blanket! Ray was an interesting guy, and had met Caballo years ago in Copper Canyon, 
where he was a mountain bike guide. Ray literally talked non-stop all night long. It was impressive.
When the morning came, we waited a few hours for the next part of the recovery team. Since Tim and I both 
had flights to catch that night, we made the decision that we had to leave the canyon by 10 am, so at 9, we 
began clearing and flagging a trail to allow the team carrying the gurney an easier trip out, as it there was no 
existing trail. On the way out, we met the teams coming in, as well as the horse team which ultimately carried 
Caballo off the mountain. Oddly, he was carried on a white horse named Tequila. 
Back on the trail, Tim and I ran hard to get back to the vehicles. We wanted to see Maria, debrief with the 
search officials, and then hit the road for the long drive back to Phoenix. It was a beautiful run, and on it, we 
noticed that the trail was lined with white flags, which pre-dated the search. Thinking about the symbolism of 
these made my head spin. It was almost like we should have just followed the white flags to the white horse 
from day 1. 
When we reached the parking lot, Caleb, Maria, and others were there, waiting. We hugged, Maria thanked us 
profusely, and we shared some of the details of our past 20 hours. It was a tough moment and emotional but the 
heartfelt thanks we received made it worth it. Following our short debrief, we hopped in the car, said our 
goodbyes, and then drove to a spot on the river to take a quick bath, as we were both filthy. 
The journey ended as rapidly as it began. Within nearly 48 hours of landing on Friday night, I was back on an 
airplane headed to Calgary. Tim was in another terminal waiting for his flight, and Caleb would be flying out on 
Monday. The magnitude of Caballo's death had not hit me yet and the whole weekend seemed like a dream. 
We had minimal sleep, minimal food, and a pretty high level of physical, mental, and emotional exertion. 
It's taken a few days to sink in, and I'm still coming to grips with it daily but I think I'm coping okay. I haven't 
developed a drug or alcohol problem yet at least. So it was a tough weekend that I certainly wouldn't want to 
repeat any time soon, but I am proud that Tim, Caleb, and I took action to make a difference. Kind words are 
nice, but in a situation like this, we did what needed to be done and were able to contribute in a helping and 
meaningful way. Ultimately Caballo's legacy will continue to live in the runners he has inspired. Tim and I have 
already decided that we're racing Leadville for Caballo. 
I would like to thank Doone Watson and the Calgary Trail Trash crew for donating their hard earned money to 
assist with my trip expenses. It is sincerely appreciated as booking a last minute flight was very expensive. 
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Upcoming Races 2012

Date Event Location Distance My Events

May 13, 2012 Mother's Day Run and Walk Calgary AB 5km
10km Register 

May 26, 2012 Holy Name Parish reno Run Calgary AB 3km
5km Register 

May 27, 2012 Calgary Marathon Calgary AB

5km
10km
21.1km
42.2km

Register 

June 2, 2012 Banff Jasper Relay Banff AB varies Register 

June 10, 2012 Run Bowness Calgary AB 5km
10km Register 

June 23, 2012 Kananaskis 100 Mile Relay Race Kananaskis AB varies Register 

July 1, 2012 High River Canada Day Race High River AB
5km
10km
21.1km

Register 

July 8, 2012 Stampede Road Race Calgary AB
5km
10km
21.1km

Register 

August 25, 2012 Moose Mountain Trail Races Bragg Creek AB
16km
29km
42.2km

Register 

August 26, 2012 Calgary Women's Run/Walk Calgary AB 5km
10km Register 

Sept 9, 2012 Dinosaur Valley Half Marathon Drumheller AB
5km
10km
21.1km

Register 

Sept 15, 2012 Blitz Duathlon Bragg Creek AB Register 

Sept 16, 2012 Chestermere Loop Around The Lake Chestermere AB
5km
10km
21.1km

Register 

Sept 29, 2012 Harvest Half Marathon Calgary AB 21.1km Register 
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http://www.harvesthalfmarathon.com/race-info/registration/
file:///events/harvest-half-marathon
http://www.looparoundthelake.ca/
file:///events/chestermere-loop-around-lake
http://www.blitzevents.ca/duathlon/blitzduathlonregistration.php
file:///events/blitz-duathlon
http://www.dinosaurhalf.com/
file:///events/dinosaur-valley-half-marathon
http://www.calgaryroadrunners.com/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=1
file:///events/calgary-womens-runwalk
http://www.moosetrailraces.com/
file:///events/moose-mountain-trail-races
http://www.stampederoadrace.ca/register.php
file:///events/stampede-road-race
http://www.highriverhalf.com/registration.html
file:///events/high-river-canada-day-race
http://www.hihostels.ca/westerncanada/1929/run_with_hi_registration.hostel
file:///events/kananaskis-100-mile-relay-race
http://www.mybowness.com/2012/03/14/run-bowness/
file:///events/run-bowness
http://www.bjr.ca/
file:///events/banff-jasper-relay
http://calgarymarathon.com/registration.html
file:///events/calgary-marathon-0
http://www.eventsonline.ca/
file:///events/holy-name-parish-reno-run
http://www.mdrunandwalk.com/calgary-registration-information.html
file:///events/mothers-day-run-and-walk


   Other great sources for races, triathlons – 
Impact Magazine - http://www.impactmagazine.ca/
Alberta Triathlon Association (ATA) - http://www.triathlon.ab.ca/
Marathon Guide.com - http://www.marathonguide.com/

"Be not afraid of 
growing slowly, be 

afraid only of standing 
still." ~ Chinese proverb

I really like it but have changed it 
slightly 

"Be not afraid of 
running slowly, be 

afraid of standing still." 

Looking for a fun and challenging event - Moose Mountain registration opened up on March 1,  
2012 at 8:00am.  This is a CRR sponsored event.  Can you post something on the home page.  
We sell out rather quickly.  This is the 20th annual and my last as race director, so I have  
some special designs for a hoodie and runners can donate the cost of their hoodie to charity  
(and will receive a sticker to acknowledge their contribution). Our website has all the race  
details and a link to registration. 
Jen Silverthorn      http://www.moosetrailraces.com/
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